Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalayas Arunachal Pradesh – Calendar of Activities 2023-24

May 2023

May 15 Mon Teachers to report after vacation (by or before 08.00 a.m.)
May 16 Tue Sanskar Varg Prashikshan Shivir for selected Class IX students @ VKV Sunpura starts
May 21 Sun Sanskar Varg Prashikshan Shivir for selected Class IX students @ VKV Sunpura ends
May 21 Sun Hostellers to report after vacation
May 22 Mon Varsharambha - Conduct Puja and start classes. Counting of the working days starts.

Orientation Programme to be conducted ensuring full attendance of students and parents for all the New Students and Parents of entry classes within 10 days of their admission.

Procedure for Class XI admissions to start within a week after the announcement of Class X results

Middle and secondary schools to start project preparation for participating in the Science Congress.

Sargam Camps - Cluster Level Music Camps for the selected Students & Teachers - Between 1 Jun and 15 July 2023 (schedule to be sent separately)

June 2023

Jun 16 Fri Prerana Shivir for Class VII students to start (2 days)
Jun 21 Wed International Yoga Day - Schools may conduct program for nearby schools also

Conduct the first mandatory health check-up during June or July

July 2023

National Science Seminar- School Level Competitions to be conducted in the first week of July 2023

District Level Science Seminar (Approach DDSEs concerned for the exact date of competition in the district level, expected in July 2023)

VKV AP Trust Board Meeting @ Dibrugarh

Pracharya Baithak (schedule to be sent separately)

August 2023

Jul 28 Fri 1st Periodic Test (IV to X) & 1st Unit Test (XI & XII)
Jul 31 Mon Unit / Periodic Tests End

National Children’s’ Science Congress – School Level Competitions

Governor’s GK Quiz competition – District Level (Exact date of the competition to be collected from DDSE)

State Level Science Seminar

Submission of forms for NMMS / State Merit Scholarship - August 2023

First VMC Meetings of Yazali, Kimi to be conducted before Sept 2023

First meeting of School Supporting Group to be conducted before Sept 2023

September 2023

District Level Science Congress – Approach & Get the exact date of the competition from the DDSE concerned

Governor’s GK Quiz competition – State Level

October 2023

Oct 09 Mon 2nd Periodic Test (IX & X) & 1st Term Exam (IX - VIII, XI - XII)
Oct 14 Sat Tests for Classes I to V start
Oct 18 Wed Term / Periodic / Tests End
Oct 19 Thu Mid Term Vacation for Students (19 - 31 Oct 2023)
Oct 20 Fri Mid Term Vacation for Teachers (20 - 29 Oct 2023)
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School level Science Exhibition (Themes can be the specific concept of Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Biology & Computer Science of Class VI to XII. Not to mix with the topic of science Exhibition conducted by Govt. Agencies) Dates are to be set as per the local convenience but before 1st December 2023

November 2023

Nov 01 Wed Declaration of the Results – All classes
Nov 04 Sat Prajnya Vikas Written Test
Nov 06 Mon CLPM Tirap @ Changlang
Nov 08 Wed CLPM Lohit @ Namsai
Nov 10 Fri CLPM Siang @ Oyan
Nov 12 Sun Annual Sports Meet of Schools - Till 14th Nov 2023
Nov 16 Thu CLPM Kameng @ Bana
Nov 19 Sun Library Week - Till 26th Nov 2023
Nov 19 Sun CLPM Subansiri @ Koloriang
Nov 22 Wed CLPM Papum Pare @ Bajin

Reporting for the CLPM will be by 3.00 p.m. on the previous day and departure on the next morning. Cluster Level Gita Chanting Competitions (Separate schedule will be sent)
State Level Children’s Science Congress
State Merit Scholarship Examination for Class IX Students.
NMMS & NTSE Examinations (for Class VIII & X students).
State level Painting Competition by NHPC (Collect information from Local Newspaper and Other VKVs)

December 2023

Dec 10 Sun Inter VKVs Essay Writing Competition
Dec 23 Sat Inter VKVs Gita Chanting Competition (Final
beginning of Samartha Bharat Parva @ all VKVs - 25th Dec 2023 to 12th Jan 2024 (Inaugural
and concluding days functions need to be done with special guests organized by Alumni or Parents)
Dec 27 Wed 2nd Unit Test (XI & XII), 3rd Periodic Tests (IV to X)
Dec 29 Fri Unit / Periodic Tests End

Second VMC Meetings of Yazali, Kimi to be conducted before Feb 2024
Second meeting of School Supporting Group to be conducted before Feb 2024

January 2024

Jan 12 Fri Concluding of Samartha Bharat Parva & Swami Vivekananda Jayanti

February 2024

Feb Matri – Pitri Puja in Secondary and Higher Secondary Schools
Feb 10 New Admission Test for Entry point classes

March 2024

Mar 12 Tue Varshanta Samaroh
Mar 13 Wed Second Term Examination
Mar 23 Sat Second Term Examinations End
Mar 28 Thu Declaration of Results (if ready, the results can be declared before this date)
Mar 31 Sun Annual Vacation for Students (Session 2023-24 - 31 Mar 2023 to 14 May 2024

Varshik Baitakh (date to be announced later)
Board Examinations (V, VIII, X and XII - As per date sheets by the boards concerned).
Not to conduct Primary examination earlier and declare holidays. All students except V, VIII, X & XII will have holidays at the same time.)
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May 2024

Apr 15 Wed Acharya Prashikshan Shivir APS @ Kanyakumari
May 20 Mon Teachers to report after vacation (by or before 08.00 a.m.)
May 21 Tue Students to report after the annual vacation
May 21 Tue Varsharambha for session 2023-2024

Important notes:
1. All the schools are expected to start practice for all the competitions well in advance. Involve maximum number of students in school level competitions, that will help them to get more exposure.
2. It is mandatory for all the middle and secondary schools to participate in Science Congress. Start project preparation in the first month itself.
3. All the schools should allot 2 periods for special coaching in ENG, SSC, SC, MATH to equip the children for the competitive examinations.
4. All the preparations for celebrations and competitions are to be planned without affecting the subject periods.
5. Residential schools are to conduct minimum 10 competitions in the scholastic / co- scholastic areas for hostellers during holidays. Competitions can be one act play in English, Debate, Subject Quiz, Poem Recitation, Rangoli Making, Book Review, etc.
6. All the schools are expected to conduct literary competitions for all the classes at frequent intervals. Four groups can be made like class I & II, III to V, VI to VIII, and IX & X for conducting the competitions. Minimum 10 competitions for each group can be planned. 1/10 of total participation may be declared as winners and 1/10 of total participation can be declared as second prize winners. School may prepare the competitions chart and display in notice boards. If the number of participants is more, then the competitions may be conducted class wise (in class itself) and then selected students are to compete group wise. Competitions may be conducted in two periods without affecting the regular subject periods.
7. Conduct a school level Exhibition by Primary students.
8. Conduct 2 Numbers of medical check-up for all the students in an academic session. One each in first and second terms.
9. It is mandatory to maintain separate records of all the activities conducted, their outcomes with the brief reports

The following Prashikshan Shivirs are planned for which dates & venues will be intimated later

1. Skill teachers’ work shop.
2. Contents enrichment camp for Higher Secondary Level Science Teachers
3. Workshop on Library Management for Librarians
4. Maths Teachers’ Training Programme Primary & Middle
5. Science Teachers’ Workshop – Cluster wise Programme
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